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Abstract 
The group of congruences and permutations of the two-colored N-dimensional Boolean cube 
is considered. The total number of orbits generated by these automorphisms are shown to scale 
as 22”/(2y+‘N!) when N tends to infinity. The probability that a randomly chosen function will 
belong to an orbit containing the maximum possible number of elements, 2’v+’ N!, approaches 
one as N goes to infinity. Simulations for N <6 are in agreement with the scaling predictions. 
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1. Introduction 
It is of interest to know something about the structure or complexity of one or a set of 
Boolean functions. For example, the so-called cellular automata use Boolean functions 
to generate dynamical evolution [lo]; it is often relevant to distinguish the Boolean 
functions with simple structure from those with more complicated structure [3]. In the 
context of learning theory, it is important to identify those features present in the target 
Boolean function that should be preserved by the model, as they could be incorporated 
in the process of model selection. Conversely, a successfully trained model, such as 
a neural network [4], gives information about the structure of the Boolean function [3]. 
Many theoretical results concerning learning machines are found in the limit where the 
number N of inputs goes to infinity [4]. It often turns out that the asymptotic behavior 
is reached even for relatively small N; we shall see that this is also the case for the 
problem analyzed here. 
We write Boolean functions of N variables in the form f(x) = f(xt , ,xN ) = y, 
with inputs x, E (0, 1) for all i, and the corresponding output y E (0, 1). We then 
consider the group of automorphisms: (1) C~(_V) which inverts outputs, (2) C;(n) 
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which inverts inputs, and (3) the permutation group, or the symmetric group S&x) 
of order N!, which permutes inputs. These transformations are combined into a non- 
Abelian group G with cardinality JGI = ICz(y)I . IC[(x)l . ISN(x)l = 2N+‘N!. A group 
element g E G maps Boolean functions onto each other: gf = f ‘. We are interested in 
characterizing the set of functions generated by the operation of the group on a specific 
Boolean function f. The corresponding orbit contains the elements of the equivalence 
class Gf = {gf I g E G}. It is our interest to compute the number of such orbits in 
the asymptotic limit when N goes to infinity. Slepian [9] has provided a computa- 
tional scheme to calculate the number of equivalence classes as defined only through 
input operations for small N, by applying the theory of group characters and count- 
ing schemes provided by Bumside and Polya (see de Bruijn [l]). Various counting 
schemes are available [l, 2, 5, 61, but Bumside’s combinatorial lemma along with a 
few observations suffices for the arguments presented here. 
We observe that inversion of any number of x’s in the input vector (xi,. . . ,Q) 
corresponds to a permutation between the output for this input string and the output 
for the transformed input string. A permutation ok involving k inputs corresponds to 
permuting a fraction [k of the outputs, with 
(1) 
where Z(ak) is the smallest number of transpositions needed to generate Ok. Since 
Z(ak) 3 1, and the largest number of transpositions needed to generate a permutation 
of k inputs is k - 1, Z(ak)<k - 1. Thus 
1 
l-- 
2k-1 ack>;, 
a useful result to be applied later. In the following section we find how the number 
of orbits scale with the size of the input field N and in Section 3 the distribution of 
orbit lengths is considered. 
2. The number of orbits 
Letting Yx denote the set of all Boolean functions, for which there are L, = 2*, 
where p = 2N is the number of all possible input vectors x, the set of orbits is YX/G. 
We are interested in finding upper and lower bounds to the cardinality of this set, and 
apply a straightforward tool, namely, Bumside’s combinatorial lemma: 
IYx/Gl = & c IKYx)“L 
SEG 
(3) 
where (Yx)” = {f E Y* 1 gf = f}, is the subset of those f’s invariant under a given g 
in G. It is not difficult to see that Lp,/IGl < jYx/Gl < Lp/2, since no orbit contains 
more than (G/ elements and any orbit contains at least 2 elements. 
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In what follows we analyze bounds to appropriate subsets (Yx)“ to show that the 
upper bound to 1 YX/GI scales as L,/lC(. First we notice that if g permutes any number 
of inputs (including none) and inverts the output, then (YX)” is empty, as the input 
vectors (0,. . . , 0) and (1,. . , 1) are mapped onto themselves. Secondly we find: 
Theorem 1. Let g be any operation that inverts any number of inputs, except none. 
Then 
l(YX)“( = LF. (4) 
Proof. Inverting any number of inputs maps x onto x’, and it is similar to permute 
the corresponding outputs. The pair (y, y’) is only invariant under this permutation if 
y = y’. Thus there are p/2 pairs which can take two values, to obtain I( Yx )I 1 = 
2Pi2 = p, 0 
The same result is achieved by including inversion of the outputs, as in this case 
invariance requires y # y’. For permutation of inputs we have 
Theorem 2. Let gk be any k-permutation of the inputs, except the neutral one. Then 
I(YX)“” / 6L;i4, (5) 
with the equality holding only for k = 2. 
Proof. We use that a permutation of k inputs evokes pck outputs to be permuted. Under 
such a permutation the smallest length that any of the disjoint cycles can have is 2. 
This implies that there must be at most ip[k cycles operating on the P[k outputs. 
Any of these cycles is invariant under this operation only if all the y’s in it are 
either 1 or 0, which gives 2Piki2 output strings. The remaining (1 - [l,)p outputs 
can take either of the two values, and the total number of invariant output strings 
must be at most ‘-$--ia)P2Pii/2 = 2(1-(i&))P. F rom Eq. (2) [k>,i, so 1 - % <i. Thus 
2(i-~(cii2))P <23P’4 = Li’4. Note that ik = i when k = 2. 0 
The upper bound to [k provides in a similar way a lower bound to I( Yx )‘i” 1. We 
have shown that for any operation g which permutes inputs I( Yx )” ( <L24. We have 
also shown that any operation concerning inversion of inputs, and inversion of inputs 
and outputs, yields (( YX)” ) = LA’2. Combining these operations with any operation g not 
being the neutral one results in I( Yx )o I < Li’4, since the combined operation can never 
have more invariant Boolean functions than the suboperation that has the largest number 
of invariant functions. Note that the number of Boolean functions which are invariant 
under an operation g can never increase if g is composed with g’ and g’ # g-‘. The 
upper bound for IYX/G( can then be written as 
,Yx,GI < W -N! - Wi? + Lp 
IGI ’ 
(6) 
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since N! terms are zero and one term for the neutral element is equal to Lp. This result 
can be combined with the lower bound to obtain 
k < IYx/Gl <i(N)% 
IGI PI 
with c?(N) = [(ICI -N! - 1)/Lh’4] + 1 ---f 1 when N ----f co. Hence 
1 < a(N) E ]YX/Gl u < c?(N) -+ 1 
LP 
when N t oo, (8) 
so a(N) -+ 1 when N + 00 and 
IYX/G( = a(N)& - 6 = &, 
for large N. We have thus calculated how the number of orbits scales with the number 
of inputs N. 
Note that if we neglect the inversion of the outputs and use the input opera- 
tions as in Slepian [9], the number of orbits scales as 22”)(2NN!) for large N. This 
number is 1 118 481 for N = 5 and it is 400 3 19 966 877 378 for N = 6, while 
Slepian calculated the exact values to be 1 228 158 and 400 507 806 843 728. The ra- 
tio of the scaling result (which provides a lower bound) to the exact counting is 
0.9107 and 0.9995, respectively, clearly illustrating the onset of scaling with in- 
creasing N. 
3. Distribution of the number of elements in the orbits 
It is also of interest to study the distribution of the number of elements in the orbits. 
If we randomly pick a Boolean function, how many orbits are there of the same length 
as that of the orbit this Boolean function belongs to? Is there a dominant length? Since 
the number of orbits multiplied by the total number of group operations scales as the 
total number of functions, we expect almost all orbits to have (G( elements. To show 
this, let d, be the number of orbits with length n, then 
c d, = IYx/Gl = n(N)+,, 
n<lGl 
(10) 
where the sum is only over the n’s that are present, which in general is not known. 
Using that the total number of elements Lp can be obtained by counting the number 
of elements in each orbit we may write 
L, = c nd,, 
n<lG( 
(11) 
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and it follows that 
(12) 
From basic group theory it is known that ICI/ IZ is a natural number, and we see that 
n < ICI H n< lG1/2. Then l/ix(N) - n/lGI 3 l/a(N) - l/2 + l/2 as N ---f X, so that 
there exists an NO such that 
IfN > No, if’n < ICI, 3~ > 0 : E < &-+ 
and since d, > 0 for all n contributing to the sum in Eq. (12): 
- dlG n</C;l 
The limit in Eq. (12) 
Therefore, the sum 
(13) 
(14) 
has to go to zero as N + CQ, and since all terms are positive, it follows that 
d,, 
~ + 0 for all 
dIGI 
n < IGI as N + oo. (16) 
implies that the upper bound in Eq. (14) goes to zero as N -i 30. 
(15) 
So dlol dominates the sum ~nQIGI d,, i.e., the number of orbits with length IG/ will 
be much more frequent than any number of orbits with smaller lengths. We may also 
say that the probability that a randomly chosen Boolean function belongs to an orbit 
with length IGI approaches one for large N, as expected from Eq. (9). It follows from 
Eqs. (10) and (15) that M(N)L,/IG( = CnGIGI d,, = dic;i(clcl + l), from which we 
obtain 
(17) 
for large N. The coefficient dlcl asymptotically approaches the number of orbits from 
below, and dominates all the other coefficients. This property holds even for small N, 
as shown in Fig. 1, where the exact distribution is given for N = 4 and a simulation 
is performed for N = 5: A4 = 20000 functions were randomly chosen and for each 
of these functions the corresponding orbit was generated by sequentially applying all 
operations and using the knowledge that any orbit containing more than IG1/2 elements 
contains /GI elements. Since there are Lp = 232 functions for N = 5, and each orbit 
contains at most ICI = 7680 functions, the probability for generating the same orbit 
twice is at most 20 000 x 7680/232 = 0.04. If &, . ,f-,_, is the chosen set of functions 
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Fig. 1. The distribution of orbits. The numbers dnr 4 are the number of orbits with length n. (a) The exact 
distribution for N = 4. (b) The simulation for N = 5. Note that both distributions are shown on log-log 
plots. 
one can show [7] that estimates for the d,‘s of the form 
(18) 
with the Kronecker delta function &/GA], n) = 1 if IGfi:] = 12 and zero otherwise, are 
such that the average of & over all possible ways the M functions can be picked is 
equal to the exact d,,. A simulation for N = 6 was also performed with M = 2000; in 
this case all orbits had IGI elements in them. 
For the data in Fig. l(b) Jlol = 518037, IYX/G] = 518787, L,/IGI = 559240 for 
N = 5; note that these numbers are very close to each other as predicted from the 
scaling analysis. Finite size effects become more important as N gets smaller; note 
that for N = 4 the dominating term dlcl,z = 90 and L,/IGI = 85.3. We can show 
that the probability distribution converges to a Kronecker delta function: let & be the 
probability that a given orbit has length n, then 
. 4, 4, 1 
dn = IYx/Gl = G &ICI + 1 + 6(n, ICI) for N --f cc. (19) 
The simulations for N = 5 and especially N = 6 are in agreement with this prediction. 
It seems unlikely that further information about the distribution of orbit lengths can be 
obtained with this approach, since the present knowledge reduces to the two Eqs. (10) 
and (11). However, progress might follow from applying the result by Klass [6], who 
generalized Burnside’s lemma to counting the number of orbits of length iz. 
4. Final remarks 
Boolean functions with N inputs, consisting of 2N input-output pairs have been an- 
alyzed through a simple group of automorphisms. The operations can be decomposed 
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into three subgroups, which permute the N inputs, invert the inputs, and invert the 
outputs. These group operations partition the 2 2V Boolean functions into orbits. The 
number of orbits has been shown to scale as 2”‘/(2 N+‘N!) when N tends to infinity. 
The largest possible orbits contain 2 N+‘Nt functions, and the probability that a ran- 
domly chosen Boolean function belongs to such a long orbit approaches one as N 
goes to infinity. Simulations for N <6 show a behavior which is in agreement with the 
asymptotic analytic results. 
It could be interesting to find an equivalent result for Boolean functions defined 
in restricted domains which do not include all 2” possible inputs. It is also of inter- 
est to investigate the case of multiple outputs, and the existence of additional group 
operations. 
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